Los Medanos College

- **Bio 30 Lab**
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  - Lab 1 Principles of Scientific Inquiry and the Scientific Method in the Anatomy and Physiology Lab
  - Lab 2 Anatomical Terminology and Identification
  - Lab 3 ORGANIZATION of the BODY CELLS and TISSUES
  - Lab 4 Skin and Integument
  - Lab 5 Musculoskeletal Anatomy Part 1: The Skeleton and Bones of the Body
  - Lab 6 Musculoskeletal Anatomy Part 2: Skeletal Muscle
  - Lab 7 Musculoskeletal Anatomy Part 3: Articulation and Kinematics of movement
  - Lab 8 Muscle Physiology Measures of Strength Development & Fatigue
  - Lab 10 Nervous System Anatomy Part 2: Functional Anatomy of the Peripheral Nerves and Sense Organs
  - Lab 11 Nervous Physiology Testing Sensations: Hearing and Vision
  - Lab 12 Nervous Physiology Testing Reactions
  - Lab 13 Neuroendocrine System
  - Lab 14 Cardiorespiratory System Anatomy-Part 1: Heart and Lung Anatomy
  - Lab 15 Cardiorespiratory System Anatomy-Part 2: Arteries and Veins
  - Lab 16 Cardiovascular Physiology: Heart Rate Responses
  - Lab 17 Gastrointestinal Anatomy and Digestion
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Lab 18 Excretory System and Urinalysis

- Lab 19 Reproductive System